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Memo 
To:  Board of Directors 

From:  Robert McCleod, Board Director Public Services 

Date:  September 21, 2022 

Re:  Granada Golf Course Bunker Renovation 

 
Proposed Motion 
I move to authorize the General Manager to approve an agreement with Capillary Bunkers in the 
amount of $215,460 for Granada Bunker Renovations and to approve up to $235,200 for in-house 
labor, sand, equipment, Operator and supplies for a total budgeted project amount of up to $450,660 
to perform the Granada Golf Course Bunker Renovation project.  
 
 
Background 
The Granada Bunkers were built in 2004. Granada is Hot Springs Village’s premier course, and the 
bunkers have failed. A typical life span for bunker sand and drainage is 7-10 years. The original 
liners have failed and require replacement. All bunkers are contaminated with rocks from the sub-
surface due to the liners failing. Rain and other weather-related events cause continual 
contamination of the bunkers with rocks. The bunkers are also washed out during heavier rain 
events, causing extensive labor and time to repair them to a usable state. Drainage has also failed 
throughout the bunkers and requires repair.  
 
The proposed project scope of work includes renovation of 105,000 square feet of bunkers out of 
the current total 118,246 square feet on the course by eliminating 12.7% of existing bunker area. 
The project will begin November 2022 with projected completion April 2023. The sand will need to 
be ordered as soon as possible due to the vendor delivering a maximum of 50-75 tons per week. 
The renovation will require 1,750 tons of sand.  
 
This project will not force the closure of the course. There is the potential for all or a portion of one 
hole to be closed at a time to complete the renovation.  
 
Bids Received 
 
Vendor    Total___________________________________________ 
Better Billy Bunkers  $836,129 
Capillary Bunkers  $824,250 
Capillary Bunkers  $215,460*   
*(Bid includes concrete polymer mix; HSVPOA to provide up to $235,200 in labor, sand, 
equipment, and other supplies in-house for a project total not to exceed $450,660) 

 



RFQ#  

WIP# 

EXPENSE# 

PROJECT NAME - Granada Bunker Renovation DEPARTMENT- G600 JOB# 

PO# _______________
VENDOR W/ FULL SPECIFICATIONS        NOTES BID DATE BID DUE SUB TOTAL DISCOUNTS TAX FREIGHT TOTAL LEAD TIME SELECTION

Capillary Concrete Contractor does all work 8/24/2022 $824,250.00

Better Billy Bunker Contractor does all work 9/10/2022 $836,129.00

Capillary Bunker In House work, Company just does the concrete and mixing 8/24/2022 $199,500.00 $15,960.00 $215,460.00

HSV Costs Sand, Sod, Gravel Fuel, equipment, wire, contingency (attached) $235,200.00

Total $450,660

BUDGET AMOUNT $450,660

TRADE IN AMOUNT HOURS MILEAGE 

JUSTIFICATION OF PROJECT / SERVICE :

ORIGINATOR Tom Heffer

DIRECTOR

GENERAL MANAGER

CONTROLLER 

RELEASE FOR PO _____________________________

DATE: 9/14/2022 Estimated Completion Date of Expenditure: _________________Apr-23



PROJECT NAME:

DEPARTMENT: REQUESTED BOARD DATE: 9/21/2022

Board Approval X Discussion/ 

Presentation

Other 

(Specify

Base Price Freight Sales Tax Grand Total

Capillary Concrete (concrete and mixing) 197,145.90                 18,314.10                215,460.00                                                         

Capillary Concrete (all work) 754,188.75                 70,061.25                824,250.00                                                         

Better Billy Bunker (all work) 765,058.04                 71,070.97                836,129.00                                                         

-                                                                      

COST BUDGETED UNBUDGETED NOTES

450,660$                    450,660$                -$                             

 $215,460 for concrete and polymer mixing only 

to vendor Capillary Concrete. $235,200 

budgeted for all other portions of project to be 

completed by HSVPOA in-house 

Responsible Director

Project Manager Tom Heffer, Director of Golf

BOARD AGENDA FACT SHEET

G600

AUTHORIZATION FOR MAJOR EXPENDITURES

Granada Bunker Renovation

REQUESTED ACTION 

PROJECT/CAPITAL SUMMARY

Repair 105,000 square feet of bunkers at Granada Golf Course including replacement of sand, drainage repair/replacement, liner replacement, and 

any and all other required repair and replacements. Vendor to provide and complete conrete mixing with polymers and/or sand for project. All other 

work and supplies to be completed in-house by HSVPOA staff. 

Tom Heffer, Director of Golf

JUSTIFICATION

The Granada Golf Course bunkers have failed, including the liners and drainage system. They are over the age of replacement. Current conditions 

are causing further damage to the course and require hours of labor regularly to maintain the bunkers to an acceptable condition for play. 

Replacement is required. 

ITEM

Granada Bunker Renovation

NOTES

BUDGET DETAILS

BID INFORMATION

BID (recommended bid in bold)
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1 Mobilization 1 LS 35,000.00 35,000.00

Bunker Construction
2 il-A Shapino 0 LS 0.00

3 il-B Bunker Cleanout 101.000 SF 1.50 151,500.00

4 il-c DetailEdqinq 101,000 SF 0.75 75,750.00

5 il-D 4" perforated pipe with gravel 7,070 LF 7.00 49,490.00
6 il-E Better Billv Bunker Aoolication 101 .000 SF 1.45 146,450.00

7 il-F Gravel 873 I TN 28.00 24.439.51

8 il-H Gravel lnstallation 873 TN 30.00 26,185.19

I il-t Sand 2,182 1 TN 100.00 218,209.88

10 il-J Sand lnstallation 2.182 TN 50.00 109,104.94 801 ,1 29.51

11 ill-A 4" Solid Tile LF 0.00

12 ilt-B 12" Catch Basin EA 0.00 0.00

13 IV-A Sod Stripoinq SF 0.30 0.00

14 IV-B Fine Grade / Sod Preparation SF 0.60 0.00

15 tv-c Sod 1 SF 0.40 0.00
'16 IV-D Placement SF 0.30 0.00 0.00

GRAND TOTAL 836,129.51

I Owner to ourchase

Page 1 Bid TAB-Schedule ltems



Capillary Concrete LLC

610 Sycamore Street
Suite 360
Celebration, FL34747

www.ca p illa ryconcrete.com

Phone # 321-939-4143

accounting@capillaryconcrete.com

Customer

Hot Springs Village
Tom Heffer

(D Date

8/2s/2022

Expires

L2/3u2022

Estimate

Estimate #

2030

Ship To

Hot Springs Village
Hot Springs Village, AR 71909

Price Each AmountU/MDescription End Customer $ Commission % Quantity

Capillary Concrete delivered in a Ready Mix Truck

Total sales tax
700 285.00 CU YD 199,500.007

15,960.0015,960.00

subtotal usD 215,460.00

Sales Tax (0.0%) USD O.OO

Total usD 215,460.00Signature: Date:

1 CU YD roughly covers 150 SQ FT

*Short Load Fees may apply for deliveries under 9 CU YDS.
*Excessive truck time fees may apply when over one hour.
*Weekend and Holiday fees may apply when applicable.
*We reserve the right to re-quote if our material costs, including fuel surcharges, have increased by 7O% or

more.

Truck refusal policy

L. Foremen are not allowed to refuse trucks without approval from a Capillary representative.

2. When a truck is in question a phone call needs to be placed to the representative to determine ifthe truck can

be saved. We will work over FaceTime to save the truck and if nothing can be done the truck will be refused.

3. lf a truck is refused without the knowledge of a Capillary rep and the invoice is then questioned we will not be

giving credits (if Capillary was charged).



Total
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512,800.00

so.oo

$to,ooo.oo

S45o,660.oo

$ q.zg/square ft.

Price

5 z.ss /sq. Ft

s1.90sq. Ft

5tzlton
s4,800/month

Granada Bunker Renovation

Square Feet

105,000

105,000

1750 Tons

3 months

4 months
Free

Granada Estimate contracted

ln House estimates

Capillary Bunkers

Sales Tax

Premier White Sand

Equipment Rental

Drainage 1- " pipe

Sod

Plywood

Tools

Tracer wire
Gravel, Visqueen

Fuel

Contingency

Operator
Wash Boxes

Bunker elimination

Total

Price per Sq. Ft.

Labor
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fhe World's Leading Bunker Liner

Get 100% moisture and drainage controlto keep bunkers in perfect shape during
any weather condition. Eliminate washouts, flooding, soil contamination, plugged

ball lies, and other bunker maintenance and playability problems. Thousands of
bunkers around the world, including dozens of golf 's top 100 courses, have been

built or renovated with Capillary Bunkers.



TECHNOLOGY

-

The Most Advanced Bunker Liner

Ten Year Performance Guarantee
We are the only company in the industry to offer a lo-Year Performance Guarantee, as well

as a finance program that can significantly improve your cash flow and profitability.

Long-Term Durability & Performance
Our bunkers last longer, pay for themselves
within 3 years, and provide better, more
consistent playing experiences. Capillary
Bunkers have been installed on over 800
golf courses worldwide in 38+ countries
and has a proven track record facing all
forms of weather and abuse.

Ease of lnstallation
The product can be installed in-house or
by a contractor. Our bunker liner can be
installed in nearly any weather condition by
your in-house team with local materials and
minimaltools. Capillary Bunkers gives you

the tlexibility to schedule installation during
your off-season to avoid closing during peak
playing seasons.

Higher Return-On-lnvestment
We are so confident in the perlormance of
our bunkers that we offer a lo'Year 1o0o/o

Performance Guarantee.

Financial Solutions
Turn your bunkers into an asset instead of
a liability. We offer financing for all Capillary
Bunkers installations that can help with
flexibility and cash {low.

PREPARATION

Clean out bunker, verify drainage and prepare edges

READY.MIX

Capillary Concreto is delivered from a local plant, mado of local aSSregates and our propriatary
polymer-based Admixture

TRANSPORTATION &
INSTALLATION

Crew movos wet mix to bunkers, levels at 2 inches and lightly rolls the surface

QUICKTURN
AROUND

Product is ready in 24 hours and sand and edge options can be installed

Product Specs:

@

@

@

o
@

o
@

Delivery f)roililct rs

rlclrvercr.l f ront a locitl
sLtpl)ltor rn:r colt0roto tTUcll

lnstallation Lcss ihan
90 nrrrtLrtes por 1.350 lt2
(125 rr2)

Drainage Mott-' tlrtttr IO0
rrri;lres (2,500 trtr) 1.rr:r hoLtt

Edges Supi:rrot sttcrtgtlt
1or arllcdgo optrons. rf clttdtng.,

opironal st;rcl<ccl socl eclgers

A,rea per truckload
1.350 tt2 ( t25 nt2)

Void structure
+2096 vor(l stri i{iiLl e
pr everlts sarr)(l nilgratror)
af al icc d:rl].r!lo

Thickness
2 rnchers (50 tnnr)



ALEJANDRO REYES

HEAD SUPERINTENDENT

2018 RYDER CUP

GOLF NATIONAL, FRANCE

"We have selected Capillary Bunkers

based on the outstanding performance

and strength of the material. After several

tests and on-site evaluations, it is the best

product for our bunker renovation project

and will help produce a world class

golf venue."

PHIL SMITH

GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT

FLYING HORSE CLUB

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

"l have had great experiences with Capillary

Bunkers, so it was an easy decision to choose

the product for this project. I have found that

Capillary Bunkers delivers very good results

in terms of sand quality, and the ease of

installation just closesthe deal as far as I'm

concerned. I really can't say enough about it:'

SHAWN EMERSON

DIRECTOR OF AGRONOMY

DESERT MOUNTAIN GOLF CLUB

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA

"After installing Capillary Bunkers, we save

over 2,000 man hours per year. We used to

till our bunkers five times per week and now

we only do it once a week, and instead of

raking all bunkers, our staff can go out and

spot rake for a few hours. After heavy rain

storms, we spend 5 rather than 50 hours on

repairing bunkers."

Key Highlights

. Capillary Bunkers is the strongest and most durable material on
the market, lasting for decades.

. Capillary Bunkers have been successfully installed on over 800
golf courses worldwide and has a proven track record facing all

forms of weather conditions.

. Capillary Bunkers is unaffected by frozen ground conditions.

Capillary Bunkers is the only system that allows you to wash your
bunker sand, ultimately lengthening the life of your bunker sand.

,ff

c
CapillaryBunkers

Wash Box

Washing sand is the remaining

piece to a 1000/o solution to

your bunkers. Capillary Bunkers

Wash Box allows an innovative

way to pressure wash your

bunker sand from fine particles,

organic contaminant, ultimately

lengthening the life of your

bunker sand.

.Y.rj

ouR PROMISE ;Fil-fr.:' 'i!q

MAKE WATIR YOUR FRTEND . TMPROVE PIAYABILITY . REDUCE RISK
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CapillaryBunkers

CAPILLARY BUNKERS

610 Sycamore Street, Suite 360

Celebration, FL 34747 USA

WWW.CAPI LLARYBU N KERS.CO M
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Bunker Specification & lnstallation lnstructions

Gapillary Goncrete lnstaller

For added protection and peace of mind, Capillary Concrete offers a 1O-year Performance Guarantee and in order to
take part, the following conditions must be followed. This document must be read carefully and the fields for
signatures below must be signed and then sent back to Capillary Goncrete BEFORE the start of the installation.

Appoint a person who is responsible for the installation and confirm that it is done according to the lnstallation Guidelines
and who will submit the installation approval as described below. This must be done before the installation can start.
The installation must be carried out exactly as specified in the lnstallation Guidelines found in this document.

The following test procedure must be followed to the point in all bunkers:

After the Capillary Concrete has been allowed to cure for at least 24 hours (48 hours if conditions are wet and/or
cold) and it has been cleaned according to the instructions, carefully check that the surface is smooth and that
there are no areas anywhere in the bunker where the material is loose in any way.
Using a hose, go over the entire bunker floor and apply water at a rate comparable to a garden hose.
Make sure the entire surface drains perfectly and that there is no standing water a few minutes after application.

Email Address & Phone Number

2.
3.

Sand will not be added to the bunkers until the golf course owner's representative confirms the above-mentioned tests
were completed and successful.

Golf Gourse Owner Representative

Na

Glub

Club Address

Signature and Date

After completing the requested information, please do one of the following:

1. Sign, scan to PDF-file, and send to hunter.smith@capillaryconcrete.com

2. Sign and mailto Capillary Concrete, 610 Sycamore Street, Suite 305, Celebration, FL34747

www. cap illa ryconcrete. com
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Bunker Specification & lnstallation lnstructions

Capillary Goncrete is a patented product to build sports ground profiles. Here we will cover the use and method to line

and protect golf bunkers. Capillary Concrete, is a specially formulated mixture of acceptably sized aggregate, various
proprietary additives and water that comes pre-mixed, delivered in a concrete truck. The product is a homogenously
blended mixture that is poured from the mixer into heavy-duty utility vehicles, transported to the bunker, and placed

inside the bunker at a minimum depth of 2 inches (50mm). The surface of the product is compaded with a roller and
covered in plastic for a minimum of 24 hours to allow for adequate curing and until sand is placed on top of the product.

The result is a strong, homogenous, and uniformly-bonded bunker liner base that allows for rapid drainage of any rain-
storm and also reduces wash-outs and/or contamination of bunker sand.

Pre-Construction Planning

Prior to installation of Capillary Concrete, the Contractor, Owners Representative, or Superintendent shall confirm that
the perimeter area around the bunker does not channel excessive water into the bunker area, that the bunker subgrade
is positively pitched, stable under foot, smooth, compacted, free of debris, and meets the Architect's design

specifications. lt must also be ensured that all bunker trenches have been excavated and construded to specifications;
and that drainage pipes and bedding gravel (table 1) have been installed to the Architect's drainage specifications as

dictated by site conditions.

At the lowest point of the bunker subgrade, a 2" x 2" wood frame at least 4 feet long and as wide as the trench must be

placed prior to installing the Capillary Goncrete, lf the bunker floor is large and flat, several frames must be placed to
ensure that any point of the bunker floor which is less than 6 inches above the lowest point is located no more than 6
feet away from a frame which will create the drain Vaults filled with bunker sand, see page 3. This is to ensure the sand

depth at the lowest points of the bunker is always enough to keep the sand dry at the surface.

Capillary Bunkers Wash Box

lf the Capillary Wash Box is installed, it is placed in the Vault, on top of the drain line, before sand or Gapillary Concrete
is installed. This Patent Pending box is placed in the low point of the bunker, on the drain line, to allow for the bunker
sand to be washed clean should there ever be any contamination from outside of the bunker (soil, dust, grass etc.).

It is recommended that a lracer wire be installed in all drainage trenches. The drainage pipe must be flushed with plenty

of water to ensure proper function prior to installation of Capillary Goncrete in the bunker.

2wunv. cap illaryconcrete. com
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CAPILURYBUNKERS
VAULT WTH

CAPIITARY AUNKERS WASH BOX

-3'OF BUNKERSANDON ANY FHSHING

CAPILLARY CONCRETE UYER

EOGETREATMENT

AT TEAST lAWDE

FLOOR SND DEPTH DETERMINED
WATER RELilSE CURVE TEST.6'MIN.

4' PERFOMIEO OMIN PIPE - CENTERED
CFILURYBUNKERWASH BOX

a)
CapillaryBunkers

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

CAPILURY CONCRETE VAULT
ryPrcAL CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

A?

ll
.-.

.'.

1l

.

1a" - 27"

Ni2 OMINTILE OREOUAL

c
CapillaryBunkers

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

CAPILURY CONCRETE VAULT
PROFILEVIEW

A3

3www.cap illaryconcrete. com
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Table l. Gravel Performance Factors for Drainage in Trenches for Capillary Goncrete lnstallation

Bridging Factor
D15 (qravel)
D85 (rootzone)

s8

Permeability Factor
D15 (gravel)
D15 (rootzone)

>5

Uniformity Factors
D90 (gravel)
D15 (gravel)

s3

100% passing a 12-mm screen
s 10% passing a 2-mm screen
< 5% passing a 1-mm screen

The Bunker Edge

To maintain the nature of the product, every effort should be made to prevent soil contamination of Capillary Goncrete
during installation, curing, and prior to sand installation.

Two methods to safeguard your installation ftom contamination:

1) Grassing around the perimeter of the bunker prior to Gapillarv Goncrete installation:

With this method, it is recommended that turf grass around the perimeter of the bunker should be secured to the soil by
roots or staples before the installation of Gapillary Concrete. Afier installation and curing and a water test has been

performed to ensure drainage function, sand can be installed in the bunker. For newly sodded bunkers, where additional
irrigation is required for rooting and establishment, we recommend that a thicker layer of sand (approx. 8-10 inches high

x 10 inches wide) be installed on inside perimeter of the bunker against new sod. This is done to allow the sand to act
as a filter layer to catch any soil runoff during irrigation cycles on the newly placed sod. Once the sod is established
and irrigation cycles are reduced, any contaminated sand around the perimeter should be removed. Bunker sand can
be leveled and normal bunker maintenance practices can begin.

2) Capillary Goncrete installation prior to sod placement:

ln situations where grass cannot be installed prior to the installation of Gapillary Goncrete, extreme care must be used

to prevent soil contamination. Sand should be installed immediately after curing and the water test. As in method 1), a

thicker perimeter layer of sand should be installed to reduce soil contamination prior to sod placement. After
establishment, any contaminated sand around the perimeter can be removed.

Planning and Construction of The Bunker Edge

The edge detail often gives the bunker shape its distinctive style. Gapillary Concrete has the unique ability to be

formed to fit any Architects design goals. Preserving the desired style or motif and reducing ongoing maintenance is

critical to the success of any bunker restoration/renovation plan.

4www. cap ill aryconcrete. com
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Some suggested edge detail methods:

A) Existing bunker and sod renovation
The strength of Gapillary Goncrete allows the opportunity
to protect the inside wall of the bunker better than any

' other product. Capillary Concrete has the ability to be
shaped almost vertically at installation to get the least

I possible amount of soil in contad with the bunker sand. ln
, this photo the subgrade under the existing turf has been

excavated 3-4 inches and a layer Gapillary Concrete has
been placed under the sod to help protect the edge from
collapse and contamination. Sand is pulled up the face to
hide the Capillary Goncrete edge.

B) New sod layer around the perimeter ,

ln this case, either the existing soil and grass, or sod is
utilized as the edge of the bunker. The 2-inch (50mm) layer ;

of Capillary Goncrete meets the edge of the bunker. ,

Rolling the sod over the face to cover the soil is an option.

C) Thick sod pieces placed on the side
The roots and thatch help to stabilize the edge and help
keep the edge from collapsing. Place the sod pieces along
the inside edge (grass side in), like in this picture, before
installing the Gapillary Goncrete layer. On steeper
greenside slopes, it is recommended that a notch

' approximately 2" (5 cm) deep and 2" (5 cm) wide be
installed around the perimeter of the bunker where the I

vertical lip meets the floor of the bunker to create a "footer"
to support the structure. (please ask us for detailed
drawings as needed or desired).

www. cap ill aryconcrete. com 5
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D) EcoBunker/ Natural Sod
Here, a shelf edge is created with a trowel, and carefully compacted on all sides. Two to three layers of natural sod or
EcoBunker can be placed on the shelf and backfilled with acceptable material or material specified by the EcoBunker
manufacturer. This provides a stable and easy to care for edge option with very little contamination potential.

Crcation of Capillary Concrete Edge Prcfile, 1"t layers of EcoBunker done, 2 layers of nafunl turf to go

Bunker Sand Testing
Gapillary Concrete has an open structure that allows water to freely drain through the mix at hundreds of inches per

hour. Once sand is placed on top of the product, the new water drainage limit will be the Ksat (saturated hydraulic
conductivity) of the sand that covers the Capillary Concrete product.

After gravitational water has freely drained from the sand, a certain amount of water will always be retained in the sand

against the force of gravity. This is known as capillary water and the amount can be determined with a water release

curve test by an acoedited test lab. Every different bunker sand has its own unique amount of capillary water retention

based on its particle shape and size. This capillary water retention can have an effect on playability and also help you

determine how much sand is required in your bunkers to achieve desired playability based on the amount of moisture
retained in the sand you select.

Sand particle size, color, shape, compaction rating, drainage characteristics, are subjective and exclusive to each project

based on budget and desired playability at that particular golf course. Capillary Concrete requests that a USGA
approved bunker sand test including a water release curve be performed on any sand considered for use in the bunker.

6www. cap illaryconcrete. com
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2

Pre-Gonstruction Ghecklist and lnstructions
Equipment and Tool Requirements

1 Heavy-duty vehicle to haul mix from the ready-mix truck to the
bunker. Examples: Toro Workman, John Deere ProGator,
Tractor and dump trailer, articulating wheel loader, front
dumper, etc.

Plywood or similar to protect turfgrass and bunker edge and for
building a ramp into the bunker if desired. Timbers, logs, etc.
can also been used to create ramps.

3 A minimum of eight pieces of 4' (100 mm) to 6" (150 mm)
r diameter irrigation or drainage pipe cut into 2 inch (50 mm)

lengths. Use these rings to maintain the 2 inch (50 mm)
required minimum depth of the Capillary Concrete during
placement. Remove the rings from the wet mix as you work out
of the bunker. Attach a handle or make a wire loop on each
piece of pipe to avoid losing them in the mix.
A metal probe set at 2 inches (50 mm) is also acceptable.

Construction of the Vault - a 2" x 2" wood frame, at least 4 ft
long and as wide as the trench must be made and placed in the
lowest spot of the bunker floor, on top of the trench, which must
be free from gravel under the whole frame area.
The Gapillary Bunkers Wash Box must then be placed

directly on top of the drainage pipe, and the rest of the exposed
pipe covered with a textile fabric. The Vault must then be filled
with bunker sand up to the wood frame before installing
Gapillary Goncrete.

Flat shovels for placement of Capillary Concrete inside the
bunker.

4

5

www.cap ill aryconcrete. com 7
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A minimum of three plastic bunker rakes-the Accuform type
bunker rake with a round head is preferred. The teeth can be
used to rake out footprints in the mix and spread to the mix to a ,

2-inch (50mm) depth, and the rounded back side can be used
to smooth the mix before rolling.

6 A minimum of two one piece metal extension handles with
METAL TIPS. Telescoping handles are not necessary. Metal
handles and tips are necessary to reduce flexing during rolling.

Home Depot has an orange metal 5 ft. handle with a metal tip
in the paint department. SKU#821-423.

7 A minimum of two heavy duty 9-inch (23 cm) roller frames.

Home Depot has a green Wooster Surelock handle that works
well. SKU#I50-345.

t8 A minimum of two 9 inch (23 cm) loop textured roller cartridges,
if the textured roller can't be found, use a regular paint roller
with the fabric removed or cover a roller with duct tape.

Home Depot used to callthem Goop Loop Rollers. SKU#430-
546.

At least One 12 to '14-inch pool trowel. (30-35 cm)
, Some installers prefer using a larger trowel for finishing the

floors as well. Do not use a bullfloat.
Home Depot Part# PTl44BR

9

8
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10 Rolls of 6 mil Clear plastic (20ft x 100ft per roll) (6 x 30 meter)
Use Black when temperatures are expected to be below 40
degrees F (4 'C) during installation and the night after.
Purchase adequate plastic to completely cover allthe Capillary
Concrete bunkers completed in a day. The plastic can be
reused for the entire project.

Home Depot SKU#938-963

11 6-inch (15 cm) metal staples to hold the plastic down after
placement. Staples should be placed every 3 feet (0,9 m) round
the perimeter of the bunker. Sandbags, Bricks, logs, old tires
etc. are also acceptable. The idea is to hold the plastic in place

during curing.

12 Two 5 gallon (19 liter) buckets of water to keep rollers wet

13 A hose and quick-coupler with a misting nozzle and working
shut off valve for misting of the product during installation.

14 Optional: For easier placement of material

Marshalltown 19-112in. x 4 in. Aluminum Placer
Home Depot SKU #959687 Model #4P753

H

o

t

www. cap ill aryconcrete. com
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I NSTALLATION I NSTRUCTIONS

Temperature Limits

Capillary Concrete should not be installed when daily high temperatures are expected to be below 32 degrees (F) or
below 28 degrees (F) within 2 days of installation. During hot weather, windy, or low humidity conditions, the product
will set up faster and caution must be exercised to maintain acceptable moisture levels of the mixture and bunker base
prior to installation. A light misting of the bunker subfloor may be required several times during the installation process.

1 When the ready-mix truck arrives at the job
site, you will need to ensure the corred
consistency of the Capillary Concrete before
installation can begin.

Before discharging any mix, ask the driver to
spin the truck 5 revolutions to adequately mix
the product. (lt's been mixing since it left the
plant, but we find this to be a good way to
ensure mix uniformity)

Now it's time to perform a HAND SQUEEZE
TEST as shown here

Ask the driver to discharge a small amount of ,

the Capillary Concrete mixture into the utility
vehicle you are using to haul the mix to the
bunker. lt should be shiny and look like melted
chocolate and rock. Take a handful of the mix
and squeeze it in your hand and release. The
paste must be creamy and sticky enough for
the aggregate particles to adhere to the vertical
surface ofyour hand.

lf the paste is dry and powdery, the mix is a
little too dry and you need to ask the driver to

, add water to the mixer truck. Never add more
i than I gallon of water at a time (unless

otherwise instructed by an onsite Capillary
Goncrete representative), check after, ask the
driver to turn the drum a minimum of 15
revolutions before checking the mix again.
Continue this process untilthe mix has the feel
of melted chocolate. Be careful not to add too
much water. lt's always better to add a little at
a time.

We cannot take the water out once it has been put in the
mixer. The paste should NEVER be drippy and runny when
you perform the hand squeeze test. The mix should always I

have the consistency of melted chocolate. Continue to
monitor the consistency as you install - YOU MUST
perform the hand squeeze test occasionally to ensure
consistency during the installation. An additional gallon
of water may be required after a few loads have been
installed. lf so-ask the driver to add one gallon and rotate the r

drum 15 times before discharging more mix.

lf the mix is extremely wet and runny when the ready-mix ,

truck arrives, ask the driver to spin the drum for 5 minutes to
try to dry the mix up a bit. lf that doesnrt work and the
discharged pib for testing has clogged up void space, you ,

should refuse the truck, send it back to the plant, and ,

contact your Capillary Goncrete Representative '

immediately.

www. cap illaryconcrete. com
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, Once the batch is properly mixed, begin in one
, corner of the bunker by spreading the mix to a
I depth of 2 inches (50mm) (using depth gauge
r rings). Use plastic bunker rakes or the

aluminum placer tools to drag out and level the
i product. DO NOT walk on the product in the

bunker. This will compress the product and
: restrict water flow. We want to preserve as
i much open space for water flow as possible.

Use the textured roller or trowels to finish and
lightly compact the surface. The entire surface
of Capillary Concrete must be lightly
compacted to provide a smooth surface and
bond the product together. Keep the roller
damp during the rolling process. lt is important
to work quickly during this step. The sooner the
product is smoothed and rolled the better.

The edge of Capillary Goncrete must be no
less than 2 inches thick. A hand trowel should
be used to compact and finish the edge of the
material around the bunker edge (lf desired,
this is also the location of the drip-line irrigation
option). Care must be given to prevent loose
aggregate pieces from adhering to the
exposed soiledge. Any loose pieces should be
removed immediately.

6 , Once an area or batch section is finished, it
must be covered immediately with 6 mil plastic.
Black plastic is prefened on cold days, clear ,

plastic is preferred in the summer. Covering is
important to reduce moisture loss and improve
curing and strength of the mixture, and
covering MUST BE performed in any
weather.

Place staples in the plastic every 3 feet around
the perimeter of the bunker and as close to the
mixture as possible to reduce air between the
plastic and mix. lf there are seams between
plastic pieces, use something heavy to hold
the seams down.

5
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lf the subgrade is dry, it should be lightly misted prior to placement of Gapillary Concrete. Do not let the floor :

get muddy during installation, and make sure floor is always smoothed out before installation of Gapillary
' Concrete.

i NEVER WALK ON THE WET CAPILLARY CONCRETE MIX.

Remember we want to reduce the amount of air getting to
the product as it cures. This step also keeps debris and
water from getting onto it during set up.
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7 , The plastic cover must remain on the product for a minimum of 24 hours. Then, remain covered until bunker 
'

sand can be installed. This helps the product cure and will keep the product clean and debris free. 
l

Before installing tne Ounker sanO lminimum ot
, 24 hours after installation must pass), remove
I the plastic and clean the base of the bunker
i with a backpack blower to remove any loose
j surface pieces that may not have adhered

during the rolling phase of the installation.
I Check the edge for loose pieces as well and

remove them from the soil edge. Do not allow
concrete to turn light-grey in color. The product

1 needs to stay hydrated before sand is applied,
if not keep covered.

l

, Now perform the water drainage test to confirm
that water rapidly drains through the product.

I This must be done to activate the Performance
Guarantee. Do not "blast' high pressure water
on the freshly installed Capillary Goncrete - a

: shower spray is preferred over a steady
stream.

See the film: The Test of Drainage

Bunker sand can now be installed (using a conveyor, loader, or utility cart etc.) to the required or specified
depth according to the water release curve. Do not drive directly on the new Gapillary Goncrete bunker
during sand installation. lt is recommended to begin sand installation on an edge and push the sand out
across the bunker using a sand rake or similar machine while keeping vehicles on plywood on top of the sand
layer. Once the sand has been installed, saturate the sand with a spray nozzle so as to not flood the sand to
where fines can separate. This moisture will help the product continue to cure and help the sand firm up.

lf requested by the Contrador, Owner's representative, Superintendent, or Golf Course Architect, Capillary Concrete
will provide a technical representative for installation assistance and consultation for one (1) full day on site at the start-
up of a Capillary Concrete installation for the cost of basic expenses and related costs. Additional days of consultation
may be requested at the same expense rate. Please provide a minimum two (2) weeks' notice to arrange this service.
For more specific questions, contact Capillary Concrete at:

Contact Information

Americas: Tel: +1 321-939-4143 or Email: hunter.smith@capillaryconcrete.com

Europe and rest of the world: f el +44 7979 651 765 or email: kdiamond@capillaryconcrete.com

Website: www.caoillaryconcrete. com

Link to installation instructions: httos://capillarvconcrete.com/easv-installation-maintenance/

- Version updated 03/12/2020 --
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